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Three-dimensional ultrasound
scanning
Aaron Fenster1,2,3,4,*, Grace Parraga1,2,3,4 and Jeff Bax1,3
1

Imaging Research Laboratories, Robarts Research Institute, 2Department of Medical
Imaging, 3Graduate Program in Biomedical Engineering, and 4Department of Medical
Biophysics, The University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada
The past two decades have witnessed developments of new imaging techniques that provide
three-dimensional images about the interior of the human body in a manner never before
available. Ultrasound (US) imaging is an important cost-effective technique used routinely
in the management of a number of diseases. However, two-dimensional viewing of threedimensional anatomy, using conventional two-dimensional US, limits our ability to quantify
and visualize the anatomy and guide therapy, because multiple two-dimensional images must
be integrated mentally. This practice is inefﬁcient, and may lead to variability and incorrect
diagnoses. Investigators and companies have addressed these limitations by developing threedimensional US techniques. Thus, in this paper, we review the various techniques that are in
current use in three-dimensional US imaging systems, with a particular emphasis placed on
the geometric accuracy of the generation of three-dimensional images. The principles involved
in three-dimensional US imaging are then illustrated with a diagnostic and an interventional
application: (i) three-dimensional carotid US imaging for quantiﬁcation and monitoring of
carotid atherosclerosis and (ii) three-dimensional US-guided prostate biopsy.
Keywords: three-dimensional ultrasound scanning; radiographic imaging;
computed tomography
1. INTRODUCTION

three-dimensional US imaging has been growing and
has been shown to be increasingly important in diagnosis, minimally invasive image-guided interventions
and intra-operative use of imaging [2 – 4]. Researchers
and commercial companies are incorporating threedimensional visualizations into US instrumentation as
well as integrating three-dimensional US imaging into
biopsy and therapy procedures [5 – 9].

Two-dimensional radiography has been the basis for imaging human anatomy since the discovery of X-rays.
However, two-dimensional X-ray imaging does not
provide complete information of an organ or pathology
necessary for diagnosis or planning treatment. Computed tomography (CT), developed in the early 1970s,
revolutionized diagnostic radiology by providing physicians with three-dimensional images of anatomical
structures, reconstructed from a set of contiguous tomographic two-dimensional images. The development of
three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
positron emission tomography (PET), and multi-slice
and cone beam CT imaging has stimulated the ﬁeld of
three-dimensional image analysis and visualization, leading to the development of a wide variety of applications in
diagnostic and interventional medicine.
Along with the development of three-dimensional
imaging in CT, PET and MRI, ultrasound (US) imaging
has also been extended to three dimensions [1]. Although
the majority of US-based diagnostic procedures are
performed using two-dimensional imaging, the role of

2. BENEFITS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ULTRASOUND IMAGING
Although two-dimensional US imaging systems are
highly ﬂexible, allowing users to manipulate the handheld US transducers freely over the body in order to
view organs and pathology, they suffer from the following disadvantages, which three-dimensional US imaging
instrumentation attempt to overcome:
— Two-dimensional US imaging requires that users
mentally integrate many two-dimensional images
to form an impression of the anatomy and pathology
in three dimensions. This leads to longer procedures and may result in variability in diagnosis and
guidance during interventional procedures.
— Two-dimensional US imaging transducers are held
and controlled manually; thus, it is difﬁcult to
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relocate the two-dimensional US image at the exact
location and orientation in the body when imaging
a patient. This makes monitoring the progression
and regression of pathology in response to therapy
suboptimal, as accurate monitoring requires a physician to reposition the transducer to view the same
image of the pathology.
— Conventional two-dimensional US imaging does not
permit viewing of planes parallel to the skin. Diagnostic and interventional procedures sometimes
require an arbitrary selection of the image plane
for optimal viewing of the pathology.
— The use of two-dimensional US imaging for measurements of organ or lesion volume is variable and at
times inaccurate. Diagnostic procedures, therapy/
surgery planning and therapy monitoring often require
accurate volume delineation and measurements.
The ﬁrst three-dimensional US images were demonstrated in the 1970s and the ﬁrst commercial system
was made available in 1989 by Kretz. Over the past
two decades, many researchers and commercial companies have developed efﬁcient three-dimensional US
imaging systems and used them in a wide variety of
applications [10– 16]. However, progress in the development of three-dimensional US systems and their routine
use has been slowed because, unlike three-dimensional
MRI and CT imaging, US is an interactive modality
used with a mobile imaging system. Therefore, clinically
useful three-dimensional US systems require signiﬁcant
computational speed for acquiring, reconstructing and
viewing of three-dimensional US information in real
time or near real time on inexpensive systems. Recent
advances in low-cost computer technology and efﬁcient
visualization techniques have now made three-dimensional US imaging a viable technology that is used in a
wide range of applications. Most of the major US
system manufacturers now provide transducers that can
be used to generate three-dimensional US images and
three-dimensional US viewing software.
Over the past decade, numerous articles have
been published detailing technical advances of threedimensional US scanning techniques and methods used
to visualize three-dimensional images. Some techniques
were experimental and did not result in clinically useful
systems, while others have been optimized and have
resulted in clinically useful systems that are now used routinely. Thus, in this paper, we review brieﬂy the various
techniques that are in current use in three-dimensional
US imaging systems, with a particular emphasis placed
on the geometric accuracy of the generation of
three-dimensional images. The principles involved in
three-dimensional US imaging are then illustrated with
a diagnostic and an interventional application.
3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUND
SCANNING TECHNIQUES
A wide variety of approaches have been used to produce
three-dimensional US images. These include the use of
linear arrays (i.e. one-dimensional array) in mechanical
and free-hand scanning, and the use of two-dimensional
arrays. Use of linear arrays to produce three-dimensional
Interface Focus (2011)

US images requires methods to determine the position and orientation of the two-dimensional images
within the three-dimensional image volume, while twodimensional arrays require a three-dimensional scanconverter to build the three-dimensional image from
the sequence of transmit/receive acoustic signals. In
both cases, the production of a three-dimensional US
image without any distortions requires that three factors
be optimized:
— The scanning technique must be either rapid (i.e.
real time or near real time) or gated to avoid
image artefacts owing to involuntary, respiratory
or cardiac motion.
— The locations and orientations of the acquired twodimensional US images must be accurately known to
avoid geometric distortions in the generation of the
two-dimensional US image. Any geometric errors
will lead to errors of measurement and therapy
guidance.
— The scanning apparatus must be simple and convenient to use; therefore, the scanning must be
easily added to the examination or interventional
procedure.
Although various approaches have been developed to
produce three-dimensional US images, current systems
make use of one of the following three-dimensional US
imaging approaches: mechanical scanning, free-hand
scanning with position sensing, free-hand scanning
without position sensing and two-dimensional array
scanning for dynamic three-dimensional US (or
four-dimensional US).
3.1. Mechanical three-dimensional ultrasound
scanning systems
Three-dimensional US systems based on mechanical scanning mechanisms make use of motorized mechanisms to
translate, tilt or rotate a conventional two-dimensional
US transducer (i.e. with a linear transducer array), while
a computer rapidly acquires a sequential series of twodimensional US images. Because the scanning geometry
is predeﬁned and precisely controlled by a motor/encoder,
the relative positions and orientations of the acquired
two-dimensional US images are known accurately.
The acquired two-dimensional US images and their
predeﬁned relative locations and orientations are then
used to reconstruct the three-dimensional US images
in real time (i.e. as the two-dimensional images are
acquired) using novel computational algorithms. These
types of systems allow the user to adjust the angular or
spatial interval between the acquired two-dimensional
images so that the spatial interval between the images
can be optimized to minimize the scanning time while
adequately sampling the volume [17].
Mechanical scanning mechanisms to translate or
rotate conventional US transducers have been developed and used in a variety of clinical applications.
These include integrated three-dimensional US transducers that house the scanning mechanism within the
transducer housing, and external mechanical ﬁxtures
that hold the housing of conventional transducers,
which generate two-dimensional US images.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three-dimensional ultrasound (US) mechanical scanning methods. (a) Side-ﬁring transrectal US
transducer being mechanically rotated. The acquired images have equal angular spacing. The same approach is used in a
mechanically wobbled transducer. (b) A rotational scanning mechanism, typically used in three-dimensional US-guided prostate
biopsy. The acquired images have equal angular spacing. (c) Linear mechanical scanning mechanism. The acquired images have
equal spacing.

Most major US manufacturers now offer integrated
three-dimensional US transducers that are based on a
mechanically swept probe or ‘wobbler’. In these systems,
the linear US transducer is wobbled or swept back and
forth inside the housing, while two-dimensional US
images are generated and used to reconstruct the threedimensional US image. These systems are typically
larger than conventional two-dimensional US transducers
but are easier to use than three-dimensional US systems
using external ﬁxtures with conventional two-dimensional
US transducers. These types of integrated threedimensional US transducers require a special US machine
that can control them and reconstruct the acquired twodimensional images into a three-dimensional image.
While external mechanical three-dimensional scanning
ﬁxtures (discussed below) are generally bulkier than integrated transducers, they can be adapted to hold any
conventional US transducer, obviating the need to
purchase a special three-dimensional US machine. In
addition, three-dimensional US scanning using external
ﬁxtures can take advantage of improvements in the US
machine (e.g. image compounding, contrast agent
imaging) and ﬂow information (e.g. Doppler imaging)
without any changes in the scanning mechanism.
Three-dimensional mechanical scanning offers the
following advantages: short imaging times, ranging
from about 3 to 0.2 volumes s21; high-quality threeInterface Focus (2011)

dimensional images including B-mode and Doppler;
and real-time three-dimensional reconstruction times
allowing viewing of the three-dimensional image as it
is being acquired. However, three-dimensional mechanical scanners can be bulky and their weight sometimes
makes them inconvenient to use. Figure 1 shows three
basic geometrical types of mechanical scanners that
are being used: linear scanners, tilt scanners and
rotational scanners.

3.1.1. Wobbling or tilt three-dimensional mechanical
ultrasound scanners. This approach uses a motorized
drive mechanism to tilt or wobble a conventional linear
US transducer about an axis parallel to the face of the
transducer. The two-dimensional US images produced
by the transducer are arranged like a fan with an adjustable angular spacing between the images. The housing of
the probe remains ﬁxed on the skin of the patient while
the US transducer is angulated or wobbled in both the
integrated three-dimensional US transducer and the
external ﬁxture approach. The time to acquire a threedimensional US image depends on the two-dimensional
US image update rate and the number of two-dimensional
images used to generate the three-dimensional image. The
two-dimensional US image update rate depends on the US
machine settings (e.g. depth setting and number of focal
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zones), and the number of images is controlled by the
chosen angular separation between the acquired images
needed to yield a desired image quality. Typically, these
parameters can be adjusted to optimize scanning time,
image quality and the size of the volume to be imaged
[18–23]. The most common integrated three-dimensional
probes require special three-dimensional US systems or
upgrades and are used for abdominal and obstetrical
imaging [10,24–27].
The predeﬁned geometry of the acquired twodimensional US images allows for three-dimensional
image reconstruction while the two-dimensional
images are acquired; however, the resolution in the
three-dimensional US image will not be isotropic. The
resolution will degrade as the distance from the axis of
rotation is increased owing to US beam spread in the
lateral and elevational directions of the acquired twodimensional US images. Because the geometry of the
acquired two-dimensional images is fan-like, the distance between the acquired US images increases with
increasing depth. The increase in spatial distance with
depth results in a decrease in the spatial sampling
and spatial resolution of the reconstructed threedimensional image in the elevational direction of the
acquired two-dimensional US images, resulting in
degradation of resolution [28].
3.1.2. Linear mechanical three-dimensional scanners.
Linear scanners use a motorized drive mechanism to
translate the transducer across the skin of the patient.
The transducer can be ﬁxed to be perpendicular to
the surface of the skin or at an angle for acquiring Doppler images. Two-dimensional images are acquired at a
regular but adjustable spatial interval so that they are
parallel and uniformly spaced (ﬁgure 1b). The temporal
sampling interval can be adjusted to match the twodimensional US image frame rate for the US machine
and the translation speed can be adjusted to match
the required spatial sampling interval, which should
be at least half of the elevational resolution of the
transducer [17].
The predeﬁned and regular geometry of the acquired
two-dimensional US images allows a three-dimensional
image to be reconstructed while the set of two-dimensional
US images is acquired. Because the three-dimensional US
image is produced from a series of parallel conventional
two-dimensional US images, its resolution will not be
isotropic. In the direction parallel to the acquired twodimensional US images, the resolution of the restructured
three-dimensional US image will be the same as in the original two-dimensional US images. However, the resolution
of the reconstructed three-dimensional image will be equal
(if spatial sampling is appropriate) to the elevational
resolution of the transducer in the direction perpendicular to the acquired two-dimensional US images
(i.e. the scanning direction). Since the resolution of the
three-dimensional US image will be poorest in the threedimensional scanning direction, a transducer with good
elevational resolution should be used for optimal results
[29]. This effect can be observed in ﬁgure 2, where the
face on the left of the three-dimensional US image corresponds to the acquired two-dimensional images, and the
perpendicular face to these corresponds to the elevational
Interface Focus (2011)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Two examples of three-dimensional US images of the
carotid arteries obtained with the mechanical linear threedimensional scanning approach. The three-dimensional US
images are displayed using the cube-view approach and have
been sliced to reveal the details of the atherosclerotic plaque
in the carotid arteries in transverse and longitudinal views.

direction of the acquired two-dimensional US images and
is in the scanning direction.
Linear scanning has been successfully implemented
in many vascular B-mode and Doppler imaging applications, particularly for carotid arteries (see §5 below)
[18,30– 38] and tumour vascularization [33,39– 41].
Figure 2 shows two examples of linearly scanned
three-dimensional US images of the carotid arteries
made with an external ﬁxture.
3.1.3. Endocavity rotational three-dimensional scanners. This scanning approach uses an external ﬁxture
or internal mechanism to rotate an endocavity probe
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Figure 3. A three-dimensional US image of the prostate acquired using an endocavity rotational three-dimensional scanning
approach (rotation of a transrectal US transducer). The transducer was rotated around its long axis, while three-dimensional
US images were acquired and reconstructed. The three-dimensional US image using an end-ﬁring transducer is displayed
using the cube-view approach and has been sliced to reveal: (a) a transverse view, (b) a sagittal view and (c) a coronal view,
not possible using conventional two-dimensional US techniques.

about its long axis (e.g. a transrectal ultrasound
(TRUS) probe; see ﬁgure 1a for an external ﬁxture).
For endocavity probes using an end-ﬁring transducer,
the set of acquired two-dimensional images will be
arranged like a fan (ﬁgure 1c), intersecting in the
centre of the three-dimensional US image (see resulting
image in ﬁgure 3). For endocavity probes using a
side-ﬁring linear transducer (as used in prostate brachytherapy), the acquired images will also be arranged like
a fan, but intersect at the axis of rotation of the transducer (ﬁgure 1a). For three-dimensional TRUS imaging
of the prostate, a side-ﬁring probe is typically rotated
from 808 to 1108 and an end-ﬁring probe is typically
rotated by 1808 [23,42,43]. Figure 3 shows that endocavity scanning with end-ﬁring probes has been
successfully used to image the prostate [18,33,42] and
guide three-dimensional US biopsy and therapy
[6,9,44– 47].
A motorized and a manual mechanism with encoders
to record the rotation angle have been used to rotate an
end-ﬁring endocavity transducer array by (at least)
1808 about a ﬁxed axis in the axial direction of the
two-dimensional US image and that bisects the transducer array. In this approach, the resolution of the
three-dimensional image will not be isotropic. Because
the spatial sampling is highest near the axis of the
transducer and poorest away from the axis of the transducer, the resolution of the three-dimensional US image
will degrade as the distance from the rotational axis of
the transducer is increased. Similarly, the axial and
Interface Focus (2011)

elevational resolution will decrease as the distance
from the transducer is increased. The combination of
these effects will cause the three-dimensional US
image resolution to vary—highest near the transducer and the rotational axis, and lowest away from the
transducer and rotational axis.
Three-dimensional rotational scanning with an endﬁring transducer is most sensitive to the motion of the
transducer and the patient. Because the acquired twodimensional images intersect along the rotational axis
of the transducer, any motion during the scan will
cause a mismatch in the acquired planes, resulting in
the production of artefacts in the centre of the threedimensional US image. These artefacts will also occur
if the axis of rotation is not accurately known; however,
proper calibrations can remove this source of potential
error. Although hand-held three-dimensional rotational
scanning of the prostate and uterus can produce excellent three-dimensional images (ﬁgure 3), for optimal
results in long procedures, such as prostate brachytherapy and biopsy [23,42,48], the transducer and its
assembly should be mounted onto a ﬁxture, such as a
stabilizer in prostate brachytherapy.
3.2. Free-hand scanning with position sensing
Since mechanical three-dimensional US scanning
mechanisms tend to be bulkier than conventional
two-dimensional US transducers, researchers have
developed approaches that do not require mechanical
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scanning devices. To convert a conventional twodimensional US transducer into one that is capable of
three-dimensional US imaging, the position and orientation of the transducer must be tracked. This can be
accomplished by mounting a sensor on the transducer
to allow measurement of the transducer’s position and
orientation as the transducer is moved over the body.
The two-dimensional images and their relative location and orientation are then used to reconstruct the
three-dimensional image [49]. As the locations and
orientations of the acquired two-dimensional images
are not predeﬁned, an operator must move the transducer over the anatomy at an appropriate speed to ensure
that the spatial sampling is proper and to ensure that
the set of two-dimensional images does not have any
signiﬁcant gaps. Over the past two decades, several
approaches have been developed for free-hand scanning:
tracked three-dimensional US with articulated arms,
free-hand three-dimensional US with acoustic sensing,
free-hand three-dimensional US with magnetic ﬁeld
sensing and image-based sensing (speckle decorrelation).
The method used most commonly is the magnetic
ﬁeld-sensing approach with several companies providing
the sensing technology: Ascension—Bird sensor [3];
Polhemus—Fastrak sensor [50]; and Northern Digital—
Aurora sensor [4].
3.2.1. Free-hand three-dimensional scanning with
magnetic ﬁeld sensors. The magnetic ﬁeld sensors
approach for free-hand three-dimensional US imaging
has successfully been used in many diagnostic applications, including echocardiography, obstetrics and
vascular imaging [3,4,50– 60]. This approach makes
use of a conventional US transducer generating twodimensional US images. To allow tracking of the transducer as it is moved over the body, a time-varying
three-dimensional magnetic ﬁeld transmitter is placed
near the patient, and a small receiver containing three
orthogonal coils (with 6 d.f.) is mounted on the probe
and used to sense the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld in
three orthogonal directions. By measuring the strength
of the three components of the local magnetic ﬁeld, the
position and orientation of the transducer are calculated as each two-dimensional image is acquired and
used in the three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm.
The main advantages of the magnetic ﬁeld sensor
approach are that they are small and unobtrusive
devices which allow the transducer to be tracked without the need for mechanical devices and without the
need to keep a clear line of sight. However, electromagnetic interference can compromise the accuracy of the
tracking. In addition, geometric distortions in the
three-dimensional US image can occur if ferrous (or
highly conductive) metals are located nearby. Thus,
metal hospital beds in procedure or surgical rooms
can cause signiﬁcant distortions. Modern magnetic
ﬁeld sensors make use of two approaches: an alternating magnetic ﬁeld (Fastrak from Polhemus and
the Aurora from Northern Digital) [4,50] and a pulsed
magnetic ﬁeld (Bird from Ascension) [3]. Although
the use of both approaches can produce excellent
three-dimensional reconstructions, the alternating magnetic ﬁeld approach has been shown to be more sensitive
Interface Focus (2011)

to metallic objects owing to generation of eddy currents,
and the pulsed magnetic ﬁeld approach has been
shown to be more sensitive to ferromagnetic objects.
Errors owing to the hospital metallic beds have been
minimized with the placement of the magnetic transmitter between the bed and the patient. In addition
to these potential sources of error, the position of the
US image relative to the sensor must be calibrated
accurately and precisely to avoid distortions in the
reconstructed three-dimensional geometry. Calibration
of this aspect of the free-hand three-dimensional scanning approach has been the subject of numerous
publications [60– 68].
3.2.2. Free-hand three-dimensional ultrasound scanning
without position sensing. Mechanical or magnetic ﬁeldtracked three-dimensional US imaging can produce
spatially accurate three-dimensional images. If spatial
accuracy is not required, three-dimensional US images
can be produced easily without position sensing. This
approach assumes that the transducer is moved over
the body in a predeﬁned and regular scanning geometry. As the user moves the transducer, either in a
linear manner or by tilting it, a set of two-dimensional
US images is acquired and reconstructed to form a
three-dimensional image using the assumed scanning
geometry. As no position or orientation information is
recorded during the motion of the transducer, the
operator must move the transducer at a constant
linear or angular velocity so that each of the twodimensional images is obtained at regular intervals
[30]. Because this approach does not guarantee that
the three-dimensional US image is geometrically
accurate, it must not be used for measurements.
3.3. Three- and four-dimensional ultrasound
scanning using two-dimensional arrays
Three-dimensional US images are produced by mechanical
and free-hand scanning techniques using conventional
US transducers to generate a three-dimensional US
image as the transducer is moved to sweep out the anatomy of interest. This approach limits the speed of volume
acquisition to about 2 or 3 volumes s21. To overcome the
requirement to move the conventional transducer and to
increase the speed of volume acquisition, transducers
with two-dimensional phased arrays generating threedimensional images in real time have been developed.
In this approach, a two-dimensional phased array
allows the transducer to remain stationary, while an electronic approach is used to control the transmission and
receive a broadly diverging beam of US away from the
array, sweeping out a volume shaped like a truncated
pyramid [69– 75]. The returned echoes detected by the
two-dimensional array are processed to display a set of
multiple planes in real time. This approach allows the
acquisition of a set of three-dimensional images to
occur in real time, generating time-dependent threedimensional images, which is known as four-dimensional
US imaging. Using various three-dimensional US imagerendering techniques, users can interactively control
and manipulate these planes to explore the entire
volume.

Review. 3D ultrasound scanning
The main challenge in the development of the
three-dimensional US scanning systems based on twodimensional arrays is handling of the many wires that
are required to be connected to the elements in the
array. If every element were connected to a wire, then
the connecting cable would be too large and heavy to
handle. Thus, these systems make use of multiplexing
of the wires to the elements, requiring fewer wires. In
addition, the number of elements that are active on
transmit and receive modes can be potentially large.
Thus, signiﬁcant parallel processing of the signals is
required to allow real-time three-dimensional imaging,
as well as design of efﬁcient sparse arrays, requiring
fewer transducer array elements. Multiple companies
and research laboratories are developing various
approaches to the fabrication of two-dimensional arrays
as well as complete real-time three-dimensional US
systems. Philips is currently selling real-time threedimensional US systems with two-dimensional arrays of
approximately 50  50.
The two-dimensional array approach for the
generation of real-time three-dimensional US images
is successfully being used in echocardiology, which
requires dynamic three-dimensional imaging of the
heart and its valves [76– 79]. Since the technology for
developing a transducer based on a two-dimensional
phased array is very difﬁcult, few companies provide
this technology.
4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUND
VISUALIZATION
The availability of three-dimensional images from CT
and MRI systems has stimulated the development of
many algorithms to help physicians and researchers
visualize and manipulate three-dimensional medical
images interactively. Because US images suffer from
shadowing, poor tissue – tissue contrast and image
speckle, the display of a three-dimensional US image
plays a dominant role in the ability of a physician to
obtain the required information efﬁciently. Although
many three-dimensional US display techniques have
been developed and used, two of the most frequently
used techniques are multi-planar reformatting (MPR)
and volume rendering (VR).
4.1. Multi-planar reformatting
The MPR technique is the most commonly used threedimensional US viewing approach. In this technique,
two-dimensional US planes are extracted from the
three-dimensional US images and displayed to the
user with three-dimensional cues. Users interact with
a user interface utility by moving the planes to view
the desired anatomy.
Three MPR approaches are commonly used to
display three-dimensional US images. Figure 4b illustrates the crossed planes approach, in which single or
multiple planes are presented in a view that shows
their correct relative orientations. These planes typically intersect with each other and can be moved in a
parallel or oblique manner to any other plane to
reveal the desired views. A second approach displays
Interface Focus (2011)
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Figure 4. The three-dimensional US of the prostate displayed
using (a) the cube-view and (b) the crossed planes approaches.
The three-dimensional US images were acquired using a
side-ﬁring transducer using the mechanical rotation approach.

the three-dimensional US image using the cube-view
approach illustrated in ﬁgures 4a and 5. In this
approach, an extracted set of two-dimensional US
images are texture-mapped onto the faces of a polyhedron representing the volume being viewed. Users
can select any face of the polyhedron and move it ( parallel or obliquely) to any other plane, while the
appropriate two-dimensional US image is extracted in
real time and texture-mapped on the new face. The
appearance of a ‘solid’ polyhedron provides users with
three-dimensional image-based cues, which relates the
manipulated plane to the other planes [11,80– 82]. In
a third approach, three orthogonal planes are displayed
together with three-dimensional cues, such as lines on
each extracted plane to designate its intersection with
the other planes. These lines can be moved in order to
extract and display the desired planes [83,84].
4.2. Volume rendering techniques
VR techniques are frequently used to view anatomy
using three-dimensional CT and MR images. Typically,
three-dimensional US images do not produce the tissue–
tissue contrast allowing easy segmentation needed for
VR rendering. However, US imaging does produce excellent contrast between tissue and ﬂuids (i.e. blood and
amniotic ﬂuid). Thus, the VR approach is used extensively
to view three-dimensional US foetal images [77,78,85] and
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional US rectal images obtained by the mechanical rotational mechanism, which rotated a side-ﬁring
transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) transducer around its long axis by 1808. The three-dimensional US images are viewed using
the multi-planar formatting approach. (a) Clear delineation of the rectal wall. (b) Three-dimensional view of the sphincter
muscles. (c) Three-dimensional view of a rectal polyp—stage T1, with the polyp invading the submucosa. (d ) Three-dimensional
view of a rectal polyp—stage 2, with the polyp invading the muscularis propria, but not beyond.

four-dimensional US cardiac images [26,79,86]. VR software uses ray-casting techniques to project a twodimensional array of lines (rays) through a three-dimensional image [87–92]. Many techniques have been used
to determine the volume elements (voxels) intersecting
each ray, which are weighted, summed and coloured in a
number of ways to produce the desired effect. Three of
the following VR techniques are commonly used to view
three- and four-dimensional US images: maximum intensity projection, translucency rendering and surface
enhancement.
Because the VR technique projects three-dimensional information onto a two-dimensional plane,
many VR techniques are not well suited for viewing
the details of soft tissues in B-mode three-dimensional
US images. Instead, VR techniques are best suited for
viewing anatomical surfaces that are distinguishable in
B-mode US images, including limbs and the foetal
face, which are surrounded by amniotic ﬂuid
[83,84], tissue – blood interfaces such as endo-cardiac
surfaces and inner vascular surfaces (ﬁgure 6), and
structures where B-mode clutter has been removed
from power or colour Doppler three-dimensional
images [30].

5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CAROTID
ULTRASOUND IMAGING
5.1. Motivation
The measurement of intima – media thickness (IMT)
from B-mode two-dimensional US images is a widely
used US phenotype of atherosclerosis and has been
Interface Focus (2011)

regarded as a surrogate measurement of atherosclerosis
as it correlates with vascular outcomes [93– 95].
Although many studies have validated the measurement of IMT, it is clear that many distinct biological
pathways and mechanisms may be reﬂected by the
measurement. For example, IMT may represent hypertensive medial hypertrophy [96,97], compensatory
intimal thickening owing to mechanical forces of blood
ﬂow [98,99] or the initial ‘fatty streak’ stage of atherosclerosis that involves accumulation of macrophage
foam cells in the artery wall [100].
To overcome the limitations of two-dimensional
US-based IMT measurements, investigators have developed three-dimensional US-based systems for imaging
the carotid vessels. With the generation of a complete
three-dimensional image of the carotids and plaque
burden in the vessels, progression and regression of
atherosclerosis may be monitored with greater sensitivity. The development of three-dimensional carotid
US imaging has allowed the development of two more
sensitive biomarkers of carotid atherosclerosis based on
three-dimensional US imaging. Over the past decade,
total plaque volume (TPV) and vessel wall volume
(VWV) [35,36,101 – 105] have emerged as useful US phenotypes of carotid atherosclerosis that measure plaque
burden in three dimensions. Previous work demonstrated that TPV can be used to measure changes in
plaque burden [35,36,101,106,107] and evaluate the
effects of statin therapy [37,108]. More recently,
VWV has been shown to provide a more reproducible
measure of atherosclerosis burden changes in the carotid
arteries. The VWV technique quantiﬁes vessel wall
thickness and plaque within carotid arteries, and can
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Figure 7. (a) Photograph of a mechanical linear scanning
mechanism used to acquire three-dimensional carotid US
images. The transducer is translated along the arteries,
while conventional two-dimensional US images are acquired
by a computer and reconstructed into a three-dimensional
image in real time. (b) Photograph of the system being used
to scan the carotid arteries.

Figure 6. Two three-dimensional US images that have been
volume rendered. (a) Three-dimensional US image of a
foetal face. (b) Three-dimensional US image of the vasculature
in a kidney obtained using free-hand three-dimensional
Doppler scanning.

be implemented more easily in a semi-automated
algorithm, resulting in shorter quantiﬁcation times and
with greater reliability.
Unlike the measurement of three-dimensional US
TPV, which requires observers to distinguish plaque–
lumen and plaque–outer vessel wall boundaries, the
measurement of three-dimensional US VWV requires
an observer to manually outline the lumen–intima/
plaque and media–adventitia boundaries—similar to
the measurement of IMT. These boundaries are more
straightforward to interpret than plaque–lumen and
wall boundaries in three-dimensional US images. In
addition, VWV boundary measurements are more
regular, which simpliﬁes the development of semiautomated segmentation algorithms. In this section,
we review the method used to acquire three-dimensional
carotid US images and discuss its use in the measurement
of TPV and VWV.
Interface Focus (2011)

5.2. Three-dimensional carotid ultrasound
scanning technique
As imaging of the carotid arteries requires scanning at
least a 4 cm length, two-dimensional phased array
systems optimized for cardiac imaging cannot be used
effectively. Thus, investigators have used mechanical
scanning mechanisms with external ﬁxtures and freehand scanning systems with magnetic ﬁeld sensors to
scan the carotid arteries.
We have developed and used a mechanical scanning
mechanism with an external ﬁxture as shown in ﬁgure 7
[36]. A motorized mechanism is used to translate the
transducer linearly along the neck of the patient,
while transverse two-dimensional images of the carotid
arteries are acquired at regular spatial intervals as the
transducer is moved over the carotid arteries. The
length of the scan is adjustable and is typically
4 – 6 cm. The scan time and resolution in the scan direction can be adjusted to minimize the scan time and
optimize the resolution. Typically, we acquire twodimensional US images at 30 fps and at every 0.2 mm
interval. Thus, a 4 cm scan length will require 200
two-dimensional US images, which can be collected in
6.7 s without cardiac gating.
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Figure 8. An example of a three-dimensional carotid US image
of a patient with carotid atherosclerosis.

(b)

5.3. Display of three-dimensional ultrasound
carotid images
The most commonly used method to display threedimensional US images of the carotid arteries is the
cube-view approach. This approach is best suited for segmentation of the desired anatomy to quantify TPV and
VWV. The user can view transverse images of the carotid
arteries with optimal resolution yet be able to view the
vessel and plaque in three dimensions to obtain threedimensional anatomical context [109– 111]. An example
of this approach is shown in ﬁgure 8.
5.4. Use of three-dimensional ultrasound
to quantify carotid atherosclerosis
5.4.1. Total plaque volume. Quantiﬁcation of carotid
atherosclerosis burden using the TPV requires the
operator to ‘slice’ the three-dimensional carotid US
image transverse to the vessel axis, starting from one
end of the plaque using an inter-slice distance (ISD) of
1.0 mm. The plaque is then contoured in each crosssectional image and displaced in the three-dimensional
image. The area enclosed by each contour is calculated
automatically, and the sequential areas are summed and
multiplied by the ISD in order to calculate the plaque
volume. A summation of all the plaque volumes in the
three-dimensional image provides a measure of the
TPV. After measuring the TPV, the three-dimensional
US image can be viewed in multiple orientations in
order to verify that each plaque volume is outlined by
the set of contours and that no plaque has been missed.
5.4.2. Vessel wall volume. Analysis of carotid atherosclerosis from MR images is performed using the VWV
technique. This technique also uses three-dimensional
US images of the carotid arteries and proceeds in a similar
way to the measurement of TPV. Each three-dimensional
US carotid image is ‘sliced’ transverse to the vessel axis,
starting from one end of the three-dimensional US
image using an ISD of 1.0 mm. However, unlike the
TPV technique, in this approach, the lumen (blood–
intima boundary) and the vessel wall (media–adventitia
boundary) are segmented in each slice. The area inside
the lumen boundary is subtracted from the area inside
the vessel wall boundary to give the vessel wall area.
Sequential areas are summed and multiplied by the ISD
to give the VWV (ﬁgure 9).
Interface Focus (2011)

2 mm

Figure 9. (a) Three-dimensional views of VWV measurements. The three-dimensional image is ‘sliced’ to obtain a
transverse view. Using a mouse-driven cross-haired cursor,
the plaque is outlined in successive image ‘slices’ until all
the plaques have been traversed. (b) The vessel can be sliced
to reveal a longitudinal view with the outlines of the plaques.
After outlining all the plaques, the total volume can be calculated and a mesh ﬁtted to provide a view of the plaque surface
together with the boundary of the vessel.

6. THREE-DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUNDGUIDED PROSTATE BIOPSY
6.1. Motivation
Prostate cancer is curable if diagnosed at an early stage,
and even at later stages treatment can be effective [112].
Digital rectal examinations and prostate-speciﬁc antigen (PSA) blood tests are the most common prostate
cancer screening methods in men who have no symptoms of the disease. However, a PSA test does not
provide sufﬁcient information to differentiate between
benign prostate conditions and cancer. Thus, a deﬁnitive diagnosis requires histological assessment of tissue
cores drawn from the prostate during a biopsy procedure in which a physician uses a two-dimensional
TRUS probe to guide the needle into the prostate.
Since early stage cancer is not usually visible in US
images, biopsy samples are obtained from predetermined regions of the prostate with a high probability
of harbouring cancer rather than targeting the lesions
directly. Regions with higher probability of cancer are
typically in the peripheral zone, and areas close to the
prostate capsule.
While TRUS-guided prostate biopsy using conventional two-dimensional US imaging is a common
urological procedure, it has a false-negative rate as high
as 34 per cent, requiring repeat biopsies to locate the
cancer site. Depending on the pathological results, the
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Figure 10. Photograph of the three-dimensional US-guided prostate biopsy tracking system. The system is mounted at the base to
a stabilizer while the linkage allows the conventional end-ﬁring TRUS transducer to be manually manipulated about a ﬁxed point
in space, to which the centre of the probe tip is aligned. To produce a three-dimensional US image, the transducer is rotated about
its long axis for 1808.

urologist must either avoid a previously targeted volume
or aim for these sites directly during a repeat biopsy.
A limitation to the current procedure is the use of twodimensional TRUS for guiding a biopsy needle into the
prostate. As two-dimensional US images do not provide
sufﬁcient information about the three-dimensional
location of the biopsy sample, it is difﬁcult for physicians
to plan a repeat biopsy procedure.
With more than 1 million prostate biopsies performed each year in North America, there is a need to
use a three-dimensional US-based navigation system
that uses widely available and inexpensive US imaging
technology, and provides a reproducible record of
the three-dimensional locations of the biopsy targets
throughout the procedure. The availability of a threedimensional US image during the biopsy procedure
would allow: improved planning of the distribution of
the biopsy cores; recording and display of the threedimensional locations of the biopsy; and use of prior
locations of the cores to plan a rebiopsy if needed. In
addition, the availability of a three-dimensional US
image provides the opportunity of registering it to a
previously acquired image from another modality (e.g.
MRI) to provide additional information for targeting
suspicious regions identiﬁed by the other modality.
We have developed a mechanical three-dimensional
biopsy system that overcomes the current limitations
of the two-dimensional biopsy procedure while maintaining the procedural workﬂow and minimizing costs
and physician retraining [23]. This mechanical system
has 4 d.f. and has an adaptable cradle that supports
commercially available TRUS transducers. It also
allows the acquisition of three-dimensional US images
and real-time tracking and recording of the threedimensional position and orientation of the biopsy
needle relative to the three-dimensional US image as
the physician manipulates the US transducer.
Interface Focus (2011)

6.2. Mechanical tracking system
Our three-dimensional US-guided prostate biopsy
system consists of a PC computer, a conventional US
system with an end-ﬁring transducer and a mechanical
guidance system built in our laboratory. The software
of the system allows acquisition of two-dimensional US
images from the transducer, reconstructing these
images into a three-dimensional US image based on
the rotational scanning approach, and real-time tracking and recording of the three-dimensional position
and orientation of the transducer as it is manipulated by the physician. The details of the mechanical
system have been described elsewhere and are only
summarized here [23]. The system uses: (i) passive
mechanical components for guiding, tracking and stabilizing the position of a commercially available endﬁring TRUS transducer, (ii) software components for
acquiring, storing and three-dimensional reconstructing (in real time) of a series of two-dimensional
US images into a three-dimensional US image, and
(iii) software that displays a model of the three-dimensional scene to guide and record the biopsy core
locations in three dimensions [113].
The mechanical assembly consists of a passive 4
d.f. tracking device and an adaptable cradle to accommodate any conventional end-ﬁring US transducer
(ﬁgure 10). The transducer is rotated around its
long axis to produce a three-dimensional US image,
which is displayed in a cube-view mode (ﬁgure 11).

6.3. Biopsy workﬂow
The physician begins the procedure by inserting the
TRUS probe into the patient’s rectum and aligns
the prostate to the centre of the two-dimensional
TRUS image. The physician then acquires a
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Figure 11. The display for viewing the three-dimensional US image of the prostate and to perform the segmentation of the
prostate. The user can verify that the prostate has been segmented accurately and perform any required edits to the boundary.

three-dimensional US image of the prostate by rotating
the transducer 1808 about its long axis and the
boundary of the prostate is determined using a semiautomated segmentation algorithm [114 – 117]. This
segmentation algorithm is initialized by the physician,
who selects four or more points around the boundary
of a two-dimensional prostate cross section. The
algorithm then performs a stepwise rotational twodimensional segmentation by ﬁtting a dynamic
deformable contour to each image slice and the result
is then propagated to each succeeding image slice.
After the model has been reconstructed, the physician can then manipulate the three-dimensional
image on the computer screen and select locations to
biopsy. After all of the targets have been selected, the
system then displays the three-dimensional biopsy
needle guidance interface, which facilitates the systematic targeting of each biopsy location previously selected
(ﬁgure 12). As the physician manually manoeuvres the
TRUS probe, the three-dimensional location and orientation of the TRUS probe and needle trajectory is
tracked in real time throughout the procedure and displayed relative to the model of the prostate. Figure 12
illustrates the biopsy interface, which is composed of
four windows: the live two-dimensional TRUS video
stream; the three-dimensional TRUS image; and two
three-dimensional model views. The two-dimensional
TRUS window displays the real-time two-dimensional
TRUS image from the US machine. The threedimensional TRUS window contains a two-dimensional
slice of the three-dimensional static model in real time
Interface Focus (2011)

to reﬂect the expected orientation and position of the
TRUS probe. This correspondence allows the physician
to compare the three-dimensional image with the
real-time two-dimensional image to determine whether
the prostate has moved or deformed to a prohibitive
extent. Finally, the two three-dimensional model windows show: (i) orthogonal views (sagittal and coronal)
of the three-dimensional prostate model, (ii) the realtime position of the two-dimensional TRUS image
plane, and (iii) the expected trajectory of the biopsy
needle, which is illustrated by the line intersecting the
circle. The targeting circle on the screen illustrates all
accessible needle trajectories by rotating the US probe
about its longitudinal axis.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Three-dimensional US has already demonstrated clear
advantages in obstetrics, cardiology and image guidance
of interventional procedures. Current three-dimensional
US technology is sufﬁciently advanced to allow real-time
three-dimensional imaging using two-dimensional array
transducers and near real-time three-dimensional imaging
with mechanically scanned linear transducers. The current focus of investigators is the establishment of the
utility of three-dimensional US in additional clinical
applications, and improved image analysis techniques allowing quantitative measurements in an efﬁcient
manner. Improved software tools for image viewing and
analysis are promising to make three-dimensional US a
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Figure 12. The three-dimensional US-guided prostate biopsy system interface is composed of four windows: (top left) the threedimensional TRUS image sliced to match the real-time TRUS probe orientation; (bottom left) the live two-dimensional TRUS
video stream; and (right side) the three-dimensional location of the biopsy core within the three-dimensional prostate model. The
targeting ring in the bottom right window shows all the possible needle paths that intersect the preplanned target by rotating the
TRUS about its long axis.

routine tool on US machines. The following are some
possible improvements in three-dimensional US imaging,
which may accelerate its use in routine clinical procedures.

still requires user interaction. Thus, improvements in
segmentation of organs and pathology using robust,
accurate and reproducible algorithms would be highly
welcomed.

7.1. Improved visualization tools
Although three-dimensional US systems make use of
interactive visualization tools, they are often complicated
and difﬁcult to use by physicians during busy clinical
procedures. For three-dimensional US to become widely
accepted for interventional guidance applications,
intuitive tools are required to manipulate the threedimensional US image and display the result with the
appropriate background and using the appropriate
rendering method. Currently, segmentation and VR
of three-dimensional US images requires multiple parameters to be optimized and manipulated. Techniques
are needed that provide immediate optimal selection of
parameters for VR, without signiﬁcant user intervention.
7.2. Segmentation using three-dimensional
ultrasound images
Although automated segmentation algorithms have
been developed for use with three-dimensional US
images, they are not yet sufﬁciently robust to be used
in routine clinical procedures. Semi-automated segmentation approaches typically require the user to
identify the organ or pathology to be segmented (e.g.
plaque, tumour, prostate), and a computer algorithm
then performs the segmentation automatically. While
this approach is easier than manual segmentation, it
Interface Focus (2011)

7.3. Three-dimensional ultrasound-guided
interventional procedures
Many investigators have demonstrated that providing
three-dimensional US information during interventional
procedures, such as biopsy, therapy and surgery, improves the physician’s ability to perform the procedure.
For example, the three-dimensional US-guided prostate
biopsy approach improves the physician’s ability to accurately guide the biopsy needle to selected targets, and
record the biopsy location in three dimensions. Using
the three-dimensional TRUS image, the physician will
be able to observe the patient’s prostate in views currently
not possible in two-dimensional procedures. However,
signiﬁcant work and testing is still required to allow
physicians to integrate three-dimensional US imaging efﬁciently into the interventional procedure. Some
required improvements are better three-dimensional
visualization tools allowing the integration of threedimensional US with images from other modalities, registration tools for multi-modality registration, efﬁcient and
robust three-dimensional US-based segmentation tools,
and three-dimensional visualization tools to help the
physician guide tools within the body.
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